Abstract. In this paper, we study the characterisation of p-harmonic morphisms between Riemannian manifolds, in the spirit of FugledeIshihara. After a result comparing (2-)harmonic morphisms and pharmonic morphisms (p 6 = 2), we establish that p-harmonic morphisms are precisely horizontally weakly conformal p-harmonic maps.
1. introduction A particularly interesting subclass of harmonic maps is the harmonic morphisms, i.e. maps between Riemannian manifolds which pull back local harmonic functions to harmonic functions. Though their history goes back as far as Jacobi in 1848 (cf. 15]), the real starting point, as far as di erential geometry is concerned, was their characterisation published independently by Fuglede 10] and Ishihara 14] in the late 1970's. This theorem shows that harmonic morphisms encompass both analytical and geometrical features and therefore their study yields many results on the relationship between the di erentiable structure of a manifold and its geometry. Viewing harmonic maps as critical points of the energy integral, their most natural generalisation is the notion of p-harmonic maps, i.e. critical points of the p-energy integral, as stated in De nition 5. With this in mind, it is di cult to resist the temptation of de ning p-harmonic morphisms as maps between Riemannian manifolds which pull back local p-harmonic functions to p-harmonic functions. For p = 2, we obviously recover harmonic morphisms. After a section recalling the basics of harmonic morphisms and another dedicated to p-harmonic maps, we show, in Proposition 3, that, for p 6 = 2, a harmonic morphism is also a p-harmonic morphism if and only if it is horizontally homothetic. In the last and main section, we obtain a Fuglede-Ishihara type characterisation for p-harmonic morphisms.
Finally, we would like to point out that another natural generalisation of harmonic morphisms, is to consider semi-Riemannian metrics. This is the path followed by Fuglede in 11]), where the results obtained mirror those of 10, 14] . I would like to thank J.C. Wood for constant help and R. Regbaoui for pointing out reference 1], which proved essential. In fact harmonic morphisms can be seen as mappings preserving the Laplacian (up to a factor): 
Proposition 2. Let (N n ; h) be a Riemannian manifold. Then for any point q 2 N and any set of constants fC g (C = C ); fC g ; 2 f1; : : : ; ng, satisfying
there exists a p-harmonic function f de ned on a neighbourhood U N of q such that in a system of normal local coordinates (y ) centred on q @ 2 f @y @y (q) = C @f @y (q) = C
Proof. This is an application of 1, Proposition 2.4], which basically states that, for quasi-linear elliptic operators, in nitesimal solvability, i.e. Condition (3), implies local solvability. Throughout the rest of this paper, for a given point x 2 M m , we shall equip (M m ; g) with a system of normal coordinates (x i ) i=1;:::;m around x and (N n ; h) with normal coordinates (y ) =1;:::;n centred on (x). Proposition 3. Let : (M; g) ! (N; h) be a non-constant 2-harmonic morphism between two Riemannian manifolds and let p 2 ]2; +1 . Then is a p-harmonic morphism if and only if it is horizontally homothetic. Proof. Let : M ! N be a non-constant 2-harmonic morphism with dilation function and let f be a local p-harmonic function on (N n ; h). Applying the chain rule
We Now we go back to p (f ) which, assuming that to be a p-harmonic morphism, we expand using the remarks made above: Using this formula we can see that any p-harmonic map which is horizontally weakly conformal will pull back (local) p-harmonic functions to (local) p-harmonic functions.
Indeed for a horizontally weakly conformal map with dilation :
(6d) and these relations imply that:
= p p (f) = 0:
Remark that because each of the Relations (6) Since is a p-harmonic map, using Equation (5) we have, at the point q (and all subsequent formulae are pointwise), for any function f:
In local normal coordinates we have:
Similarly it is easy to see that:
Proof. By Proposition 2, we know we can nd a local p-harmonic function f such that: @ 2 f @y @y (q) = 0; @f @y (q) =f (q):
For this particular function, Equation (8) we see that a p-harmonic morphism mapping into a one-dimensional target manifold is a p-harmonic map. We will now assume n 2. Fix 0 2 f1; : : :; ng. We will show the existence of a p-harmonic function f, in the neighbourhood of a given regular point q 2 M, such that @f @y (q) = 0 :
The di culty will be in nding the coe cients C = @ 2 f @y @y (q) such that for this particular p-harmonic function, Equation (5) will read p (f ) = p?2 0 p ( ) = 0; (10) showing that is p-harmonic. The coe cients fC g will have to simultaneously satisfy Condition (3), which ensures the existence of f, and make the right-hand side part of Equation (5) Combining the previous propositions we have Theorem Proof. The only thing to show is that a morphism of p-harmonic maps is a pharmonic map. By de nition of a morphism of p-harmonic maps, p ( ) = 0 for any p-harmonic map . However it is easy to see that the identity map of any Riemannian manifold is a p-harmonic map (since it is 2-harmonic and of constant norm) which proves that p ( ) = 0.
